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WINDSOR BRASS™

Chocolate brown streams converge 
along a cool white backdrop, 
their inviting translucence and 
momentous movement are 
punctuated by hints of brilliant 
brass. The alloy accent lightly 
traces the peaks and valleys of this 
flowing umber landscape for visual 
depth with a glint of glamour

AVAILABLE ONLY IN HIGH GLOSS FINISH

SLAB SIZE: JUMBO 132in x 65.5in

THICKNESS: 2cm, 3cm

Cambria’s design samples are small selections cut from a slab and 
do not fully show all design characteristics of a slab or the final 
installed product. Prior to purchase, view a larger representation 
of a design at CambriaUSA.com. Variations in natural quartz stone 
color, pattern, size, shape, and shade are unique and inherent 
characteristics of Cambria products. Certain designs include natural 
free-flowing quartz crystals that may result in surface deviations to 
the touch and appearance. Color blotches are intended to enhance 
the natural beauty of many of Cambria’s designs. These variations 
and characteristics do not affect performance and do not qualify for 
product replacement. Cambria products are not seamless when installed; 
seams are visible and design pattern and shade will change at seams.  
Surface markings are more visible on monotone colors than multicolored 
surfaces. Cambria is durable and resistant to surface damage. However, 
all stone can be damaged by force, and no stone is chip- and scratch-
proof. Objects hitting Cambria’s surface, especially at edges near sinks or 
dishwashers, may chip the product. Sudden and/or rapid temperature 
change may damage the product. Direct or sustained heat transfer, for 
example, from pots, pans, and other cooking units such as griddles, slow 
cookers, and heat lamps, may damage Cambria’s surface. Therefore the 
use of a solid trivet is always recommended. Cambria is not a structural 
support material and must be supported in every application. To learn 
more about Cambria, please visit CambriaUSA.com.


